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M E M O R A N D U M 

 
 
 
TO: NFPA Technical Committee on Solvent Extraction Plants  
 
FROM: R.P. Benedetti 

DATE: May 17, 2012 
 
SUBJECT: NFPA 36 TC ROC Letter Ballot (F2012) 

 ______________________________________________________________________  
 
The ROC letter ballot for NFPA 36 is attached.  The ballot is for formally voting on 
whether or not you concur with the committee’s actions on the comment.  Reasons must 
accompany all negative and abstention ballots. 
 
Please do not vote negatively because of editorial errors.  However, please bring such 
errors to my attention for action. 
 
Please complete and return your ballot as soon as possible but no later than Wednesday, 
May 23, 2012.  As noted on the ballot form, please return the ballot to Diane Matthews 
either via e-mail to dmatthews@nfpa.org or via fax to 617-984-7110.  You may also mail 
your ballot to the attention of Diane Matthews at NFPA, 1 Batterymarch Park, Quincy, 
MA 02169. 
 
The return of ballots is required by the Regulations Governing Committee Projects.   
 
 
 
Attachments:  Comment 
   



Report on Comments  –  November 2012 NFPA 36
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
36-     Log #2

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Jeffrey K. Rogers, Ag Processing Inc.

36-3
Revise text to read as follows:

Maintenance operations involving the use of power and ferrous hand tools that can
produce sources of ignition shall be prohibited except as provided for in Sections 67 and 68.

Adding ferrous hand tools to Section 4.11.1 would prohibit using these tools in the controlled and
restricted areas of the facility. Sometimes ferrous tools must be used to safely complete maintenance operations in the
restricted area. Also, some plants have vapor walls at the 50' mark and the prep building is in the controlled area.
Adding a restriction on using ferrous tools would require non ferrous use in prep buildings in the controlled area. I
believe an appendix addition supporting the use of non ferrous tools in the controlled area and allowing the use of
ferrous tools with management approval would be better. Also, some mention of allowing power and ferrous tools in the
controlled area of prep with a vapor wall should be included.

Revise 4.11.1 to read as follows:
Maintenance operations involving the use of power tools that can produce sources of

ignition shall be prohibited except as provided for in Sections 6.7 and 6.8. Maintenance operations involving the use of
hand tools shall be subject to management approval after review to determine whether protective measures or special
tools are required.

It is recognized that the use of hand tools involving deliberate impact or scraping against a
surface might warrant the use of spark-resistant tools. However, most typical uses of hand tools, such as use of
screwdrivers and wrenches, impose negligible risk of ignition. The originally proposed amendment of Subsection 4.11.1,
which could have been misinterpreted, has been further revised to clarify the intent of this provision of the standard. The
revision presented here also eliminates an erroneous link between the provision for hand tools and Subsections 6.7 and
6.8, neither of which are applicable to hand tools.
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